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Federal Communications Commission. 
Marlene H. Dortch, 
Secretary.
[FR Doc. 04–23460 Filed 10–15–04; 12:52 
pm] 
BILLING CODE 6712–01–P

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Formations of, Acquisitions by, and 
Mergers of Bank Holding Companies

The companies listed in this notice 
have applied to the Board for approval, 
pursuant to the Bank Holding Company 
Act of 1956 (12 U.S.C. 1841 et seq.) 
(BHC Act), Regulation Y (12 CFR Part 
225), and all other applicable statutes 
and regulations to become a bank 
holding company and/or to acquire the 
assets or the ownership of, control of, or 
the power to vote shares of a bank or 
bank holding company and all of the 
banks and nonbanking companies 
owned by the bank holding company, 
including the companies listed below.

The applications listed below, as well 
as other related filings required by the 
Board, are available for immediate 
inspection at the Federal Reserve Bank 
indicated. The application also will be 
available for inspection at the offices of 
the Board of Governors. Interested 
persons may express their views in 
writing on the standards enumerated in 
the BHC Act (12 U.S.C. 1842(c)). If the 
proposal also involves the acquisition of 
a nonbanking company, the review also 
includes whether the acquisition of the 
nonbanking company complies with the 
standards in section 4 of the BHC Act 
(12 U.S.C. 1843). Unless otherwise 
noted, nonbanking activities will be 
conducted throughout the United States. 
Additional information on all bank 
holding companies may be obtained 
from the National Information Center 
website at www.ffiec.gov/nic/.

Unless otherwise noted, comments 
regarding each of these applications 
must be received at the Reserve Bank 
indicated or the offices of the Board of 
Governors not later than November 12, 
2004.

A. Federal Reserve Bank of 
Richmond (A. Linwood Gill, III, Vice 
President) 701 East Byrd Street, 
Richmond, Virginia 23261–4528:

1. Palmetto Heritage Bancshares, Inc., 
Pawleys Island, South Carolina; to 
become a bank holding company by 
acquiring 100 percent of the voting 
shares of Palmetto Heritage Bank & 
Trust, Pawleys Island, South Carolina, 
an organizing bank.

B. Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
(Patrick Wilder, Assistant Vice 

President) 230 South LaSalle Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 60690–1414:

1. Rural Bancshares of Wisconsin, 
Inc., Fennimore, Wisconsin; to become 
a bank holding company by acquiring 
80 percent of the voting shares of LSB 
Holding Company, Livingston, 
Wisconsin, and thereby indirectly 
acquire Livingston State Bank, 
Livingston, Wisconsin.

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, October 13, 2004.
Robert deV. Frierson,
Deputy Secretary of the Board.
[FR Doc. 04–23301 Filed 10–18–04; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6210–01–S

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Notice of Proposals to Engage in 
Permissible Nonbanking Activities or 
to Acquire Companies that are 
Engaged in Permissible Nonbanking 
Activities

The companies listed in this notice 
have given notice under section 4 of the 
Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. 
1843) (BHC Act) and Regulation Y (12 
CFR Part 225) to engage de novo, or to 
acquire or control voting securities or 
assets of a company, including the 
companies listed below, that engages 
either directly or through a subsidiary or 
other company, in a nonbanking activity 
that is listed in § 225.28 of Regulation Y 
(12 CFR 225.28) or that the Board has 
determined by Order to be closely 
related to banking and permissible for 
bank holding companies. Unless 
otherwise noted, these activities will be 
conducted throughout the United States.

Each notice is available for inspection 
at the Federal Reserve Bank indicated. 
The notice also will be available for 
inspection at the offices of the Board of 
Governors. Interested persons may 
express their views in writing on the 
question whether the proposal complies 
with the standards of section 4 of the 
BHC Act. Additional information on all 
bank holding companies may be 
obtained from the National Information 
Center website at www.ffiec.gov/nic/.

Unless otherwise noted, comments 
regarding the applications must be 
received at the Reserve Bank indicated 
or the offices of the Board of Governors 
not later than November 2, 2004.

A. Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York (Jay Bernstein, Bank Supervision 
Officer) 33 Liberty Street, New York, 
New York 10045–0001:

1. UFJ Bank Limited, Nagoya, Japan, 
and UFJ Holdings, Inc., Osaka, Japan; to 
retain shares of UFJ Central Leasing, 
Nagoya, Japan, and thereby engage 
through Central Leasing (U.S.A.), Inc., 

Florence, Kentucky, in the leasing of 
manufacturing equipment and 
computers as well as real estate leasing, 
pursuant to section 225.28(b)(3) of 
Regulation Y.

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, October 13, 2004.
Robert deV. Frierson,
Deputy Secretary of the Board.
[FR Doc.04–23302 Filed 10–18–04; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6210–01–S

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

[Docket No. OP–1214] 

Proposal to Withdraw from Noncash 
Collection Service

AGENCY: Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System.
ACTION: Notice; request for comment.

SUMMARY: The Board requests comment 
on a proposal that the Federal Reserve 
Banks withdraw from the noncash 
collection service at year-end 2005. The 
noncash collection service involves the 
collection and processing of definitive 
municipal bonds and coupons issued by 
state and local governments. The 
proposal to exit this service is prompted 
by the declining volume of definitive 
municipal securities, the expected 
underrecovery of costs in future years, 
and the availability of alternate service 
providers and substitutable services.
DATES: Comments must be received by 
December 20, 2004.
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, 
identified by Docket No. OP–1214, by 
any of the following methods: 

• Agency Web site: http://
www.federalreserve.gov. Follow the 
instructions for submitting comments at 
http://www.federalreserve.gov/
generalinfo/foia/ProposedRegs.cfm.

• Federal eRulemaking Portal: http://
www.regulations.gov. Follow the 
instructions for submitting comments. 

• E-mail: 
regs.comments@federalreserve.gov

• FAX: 202/452–3819 or 202/452–
3102. 

• Mail: Jennifer J. Johnson, Secretary, 
Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System, 20th Street and 
Constitution Avenue, NW., Washington, 
DC 20551. 

All public comments are available 
from the Board’s Web site at 
www.federalreserve.gov/generalinfo/
foia/ProposedRegs.cfm as submitted, 
except as necessary for technical 
reasons. Accordingly, your comments 
will not be edited to remove any 
identifying or contact information. 
Public comments may also be viewed 
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1 Such securities are ‘‘noncash’’ items under 
Regulation J (12 CFR 210.2(k)).

2 The Reserve Banks continue to provide 
safekeeping for collateral pledged to the discount 
window, the Treasury Department, or federal 
government agencies.

3 Once a bond is called, it must be presented for 
redemption with all unpaid coupons dated after the 
call date for early redemption, as these coupons are 
no longer payable. Coupons with interest dates 
payable prior to the call date may still be presented 
separately for redemption.

4 DTC charges $21.00 per envelope if the CUSIP 
is noted on the envelope and $23.00 if a customer-
assigned identifier is used instead. All Reserve 
Bank and DTC fees are from the 2004 fee schedules. 
The Reserve Banks’ fee schedule can be found at 
http://www.frbservices.org/FeeSchedules/
CollectionMunicipal2004.html. DTC’s fee schedule 
can be found at http://www.dtc.org/dtcpublic/pdf/
rulesandfees/aboutfees.pdf.

electronically or in paper in Room MP–
500 of the Board’s Martin Building (20th 
and C Streets, NW.,) between 9 a.m. and 
5 p.m. on weekdays.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Kent 
Owens, Manager (202/728–5848), or 
Lyndsay Huot, Financial Services 
Analyst (202/452–5238), Division of 
Reserve Bank Operations and Payment 
Systems; for the hearing impaired only: 
Telecommunications Device for the 
Deaf, 202/263–4869.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

The Federal Reserve Banks provide a 
service to depository institutions for the 
collection of definitive municipal 
securities. Definitive municipal 
securities are registered or bearer bonds 
that have been issued with interest 
coupons in certificated, or physical, 
form by local governments, as well as by 
states and their political subdivisions 
and agencies.1 The Reserve Banks 
accept deposits of coupons or bonds 
from depository institutions, identify 
the appropriate paying agent, and 
present the items to the paying agent for 
collection. These services are 
collectively referred to as the ‘‘noncash 
collection service.’’

Over the years, the number of 
outstanding definitive municipal 
securities has declined as a result of 
legal and market changes. 
Municipalities stopped issuing bearer 
municipal securities in 1983, when the 
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility 
Act (TEFRA) of 1982 removed the tax 
advantages of bearer municipal 
securities for investors. Further, the 
securities industry began issuing and 
trading municipal securities in book-
entry form and began immobilizing 
existing securities. These changes also 
had implications for the noncash 
collection service, because the volume 
of bonds and coupons presented for 
collection declines as the number of 
outstanding definitive municipal 
securities declines. 

In response to these market trends, in 
the early 1990s the Reserve Banks 
reviewed their role in the definitive 
securities business, in both the areas of 
safekeeping and collection. In 1993, the 
Reserve Banks withdrew from the 
priced definitive securities safekeeping 
service but decided to continue 
providing the priced noncash collection 
service.2 Given the volume declines, the 

Reserve Banks aggressively pursued cost 
savings through consolidation and 
improvements in processing 
efficiencies. Between 1992 and 1997, 
the existing twenty-two noncash 
collection operations sites were 
consolidated into one site.

II. Discussion 

Volume, Customers, and Paying Agents 

Since 1995, the Reserve Banks’ 
noncash collection volume has 
decreased 85 percent. Over the past five 
years, volume has decreased an average 
of 20 percent annually and is expected 
to decline by one-third in 2005. Over 
the last few years, as interest rates have 
fallen, issuers have called high-interest-
rate bonds, including those in definitive 
form, and issued bonds in book-entry 
form with lower rates, thereby 
accelerating the volume decline. The 
last bearer municipal bond is expected 
to mature in 2030. 

In addition to declining volume, the 
Reserve Banks’ noncash collection 
service has also experienced a decline 
in the number of customers that use the 
service. In 2003, approximately 1,000 
depository institutions used the 
noncash collection service, 10 percent 
fewer than in 2002. In addition, use of 
the service is highly concentrated, as the 
top twenty-five depository institution 
customers accounted for 70 percent of 
total revenue in 2003.

Moreover, the Reserve Banks have 
been presenting noncash collection 
items to a declining number of paying 
agents over the past several years due to 
the consolidation of paying agents 
through mergers and acquisitions. 
Currently, the Reserve Banks present to 
around 100 paying agents, whereas in 
the past this number had been as high 
as 3,500. In addition to the decline in 
the number of paying agents, there is 
also a significant degree of 
concentration in the business, with 
almost 95 percent of coupon envelope 
volume being presented to ten paying 
agents in 2003. 

Costs and Revenue 

Between 1994 and 2003, the noncash 
collection service has recovered 109.5 
percent of its costs, including imputed 
expenses and return on equity. In 2004, 
the Reserve Banks expect the service’s 
cost recovery rate to be 110.4 percent. 
Given the significant decline in volume 
and the fixed-cost nature of the service, 
the Reserve Banks expect a significant 
underrecovery of costs, beginning in 
2005. The Reserve Banks have 
considered price increases to target full 
cost recovery, but analysis suggests that 

price increases may accelerate volume 
loss and reduce revenue. 

In addition, more than one-third of 
total noncash collection service revenue 
in 2003 came from return-item fees. A 
return-item fee is charged to depository 
institutions for submitting coupons that 
are returned from the paying agent, 
primarily due to the deposit and return 
of coupons from called bonds. In these 
cases, the institution pays not only the 
$35 return-item fee, but also the cash-
letter and coupon-envelope fee; and it 
does not receive payment for the 
returned item. 3 Of the approximately 
1,000 customers that used the noncash 
collection service in 2003, 56 percent 
were charged a return-item fee at least 
once. Because the Reserve Banks no 
longer provide a safekeeping service for 
municipal securities, there is no readily 
available way for the noncash collection 
service to track called bonds.

Alternatives to Using the Reserve Banks’ 
Noncash Collection Service 

DTC provides both a securities 
safekeeping service and an over-the-
counter collection service for its 
participants. The over-the-counter 
coupon collection service, implemented 
in 1995 in response to participants’ 
requests, is comparable to the noncash 
collection service, in that DTC acts as a 
‘‘pass-through’’ by collecting securities 
and then sending them to the 
appropriate paying agent. In 2003, DTC 
processed 12,800 coupon envelopes 
through its over-the-counter coupon 
collection service. The Reserve Banks 
charge $4.50 per coupon envelope plus 
$13.00 for the cash letter that must 
accompany any deposit of coupon 
envelopes. DTC charges $21.00 to 
$23.00 per coupon envelope and does 
not require an accompanying cash 
letter. 4 For return items, the Reserve 
Banks charge $35.00 per envelope, 
while DTC charges $15.00. In addition, 
it is likely that customers would be 
charged significantly fewer return-item 
fees if they used DTC. Because DTC 
provides a safekeeping service for 
securities, it maintains information on 
partially and fully called bonds and 
notifies its customers if they deposit 
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5 The factors, adopted in 1992, are described in 
the Board’s policy statement ‘‘Factors for Evaluating 
Reserve Bank Requests to Withdraw from a Priced 
Service Line,’’ Federal Reserve Regulatory Service 
9–1575, 57 FR 53113, Nov. 6, 1992.

6 The fee for a DTC participant account is $760 
per account per month for the first five accounts.

items associated with a called bond 
before presenting these items to the 
paying agents, thereby eliminating 
returns due to called bonds. In addition 
to the benefits for depositors, paying 
agents would also benefit from the 
reduction in return items because they 
incur costs to handle items received that 
must be returned to the depositor. DTC’s 
provision of safekeeping services also 
presents an opportunity to work with 
depository institutions that use DTC as 
their alternative to immobilize 
additional securities.

Correspondent banks also provide 
services to their customers for the 
processing of definitive municipal 
securities. Many of the Reserve Banks’ 
largest noncash collection customers 
indicated that a significant portion of 
their transactions are on behalf of other 
depository institutions. This suggests 
that many market participants are 
already using correspondent banks as 
alternative service providers. Interviews 
with several of these large banks suggest 
that they would be able to use DTC or 
present directly to paying agents if the 
Reserve Banks were to withdraw from 
the service. Thus, it appears that these 
correspondent banks offer a reasonable 
alternative service to noncash collection 
customers that are not DTC participants. 

Finally, market participants can 
present directly to the paying agent as 
a substitute to using the noncash 
collection service or similar ‘‘pass-
through’’ services. Depository 
institutions that present directly would 
avoid explicit fees, as paying agents do 
not charge presenters for the redemption 
of definitive municipal coupons and 
bonds; however, they may incur 
additional internal resource costs to 
present items directly rather than use a 
fee-based service provider. To facilitate 
the identification of paying agents, the 
Reserve Banks are considering making 
their paying agent database, current as 
of the last day of the service, available 
on the Internet. This database includes 
securities descriptions and associated 
paying agents, including phone 
numbers and addresses. With this and 
other tools, depository institutions 
would have a number of ways to 
identify the paying agents for direct 
presentment. First, a depository 
institution would probably start with 
the paying agent identified in the 
Reserve Banks’ database or with the 
paying agent information printed on the 
original bond. Because paying agents 
sometimes change, a depository 
institution would next check with the 
identified paying agent to confirm the 
information. As an alternative, a 
depository institution could use an on-
line service such as the Bond Buyer or 

Bloomberg, or it could contact the 
issuing municipality to determine the 
current paying agent. Furthermore, it 
has become easier for depository 
institutions to identify paying agents as 
the number of paying agents has 
declined and the concentration of the 
business among the top few paying 
agents has increased. Discussions with 
several major paying agents indicate 
that these trends are expected to 
continue. 

III. Analysis of Request To Withdraw 
The Board has analyzed the proposal 

in the context of the factors for 
evaluating Reserve Banks requests to 
withdraw from a priced service line. 5 
The evaluation against each factor is 
detailed below.

1. It is likely that other service 
providers would supply an adequate 
level of the same service (i.e. access, 
price, and quality) in the relevant 
market(s) if the Federal Reserve 
withdraws from the service.

The Board’s analysis suggests that 
depository institutions have a number of 
options available for the processing of 
definitive municipal securities. DTC 
and some correspondent banks provide 
services similar to the Reserve Banks’ 
noncash collection service. Noncash 
collection customers that are also 
participants in DTC would be able to 
use DTC’s coupon collection service as 
an alternative. If a customer is not 
already a participant in DTC, the 
benefits of using DTC for its municipal 
securities processing may not outweigh 
the cost of becoming a participant. 6 
These customers could use a 
correspondent bank to obtain noncash 
collection services. These correspondent 
institutions may, in turn, use DTC 
services, if they are participants, or they 
may present directly to the paying 
agents. These options should supply an 
adequate level of the same, or similar, 
service to customers that want to 
continue to use a service provider for a 
fee.

2. If other service providers are not 
likely to provide an adequate level of 
the same service in the relevant 
market(s), it is likely that users of the 
service could obtain other substitutable 
services that could reasonably meet 
their needs.

In addition to the alternate service 
providers available, depository 
institutions have the option of 

presenting directly to the paying agent 
for the redemption of their definitive 
municipal securities. While depository 
institutions may incur additional 
internal resource costs to present 
directly, paying agents do not charge 
presenters for the redemption of their 
coupons or bonds. This option should 
reasonably meet the needs of customers 
that want to use their own resources to 
process definitive municipal securities, 
rather than use a fee-based service 
provider. 

3. Withdrawal from the service would 
not have a material, adverse effect on 
the Federal Reserve’s ability to provide 
an adequate level of other services.

Withdrawal from the noncash 
collection service should have no 
material, adverse effect on the Federal 
Reserve’s ability to provide an adequate 
level of any other service. The noncash 
collection service is a standalone 
business and is the smallest Reserve 
Bank priced service, representing less 
than 0.2 percent of the total budgeted 
priced financial services costs in 2004. 
In addition, the proposed withdrawal by 
the Reserve Banks from the municipal 
coupon and bond collection process 
does not include nor have any impact 
upon the redemption of Treasury 
coupons, currently handled by the 
Reserve Banks. 

4. Withdrawal from the service would 
not have a material, adverse effect on 
the Federal Reserve’s ability to 
discharge other responsibilities.

Withdrawal from the noncash 
collection service should have no 
material, adverse effect on the Federal 
Reserve’s ability to discharge any other 
responsibilities. There are no material 
linkages between this service and any 
other Federal Reserve responsibilities, 
with the exception of a small amount of 
definitive municipal securities being 
held in safekeeping for the Treasury Tax 
and Loan and Discount collateral 
programs. This linkage is minimal and 
only occurs with coupons that are 
deposited and collected by the Reserve 
Banks on behalf of the depository 
institutions holding collateral for these 
programs. For example, Reserve Banks 
deposited only 4 of the 23,787 coupon 
envelopes processed by the noncash 
collection service in January 2004, 
which is historically one of the highest-
volume months. 

5. The public benefits of continued 
Federal Reserve provision of the service 
do not outweigh the benefits of 
withdrawing from the service. [The 
Board would consider whether there 
was any other public benefit, not 
addressed under the previous factors, 
that could be achieved through 
continued provision of the service.]
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7 These procedures are described in the Board’s 
policy statement ‘‘The Federal Reserve in the 

Payments System,’’ Federal Reserve Regulatory 
Service 9–1558.

As discussed in detail in this notice, 
the Reserve Banks expect that the 
substantial decline in volume and 
customers for the noncash collection 
service will make it difficult for the 
Reserve Banks to recover the costs of the 
service in the coming years. The 
availability of other reasonable options 
for depository institutions to collect 
definitive municipal securities and 
coupons is addressed under the 
previous factors. In addition, the public 
benefit that the Reserve Banks provide 
in identifying for customers the 
appropriate paying agent has 
diminished commensurate with the 
decline in the number of paying agents 
(from 3,500 to 100). The Board has not 
identified any other public benefits that 
could be achieved through continued 
provision of the service that would 
outweigh the benefits of withdrawing 
from the service. 

IV. Request for Comment 

The Board requests comment on the 
Reserve Banks’ proposal to withdraw 
from the noncash collection service at 
the end of 2005 and the Board’s analysis 
of the proposal. In addition, the Board 
requests specific comments in the 
following areas: 

(1) Are there alternative service 
providers or substitutable services, in 
addition to DTC, correspondent banks, 
and direct presentment, that have not 
been identified in this notice? 

(2) If presenting directly to paying 
agents, would customers find it useful 
to have access to the Reserve Banks’ 
paying agent database, which would be 
current as of the last day of the service? 
This database includes securities 
descriptions and associated paying 
agents, including phone number and 
address. 

(3) Are there other tools that 
customers would find useful to facilitate 
the transition? 

(4) Are there any public benefits of 
continued provision of the service by 
the Reserve Banks that have not been 
identified in this notice? 

V. Competitive Impact Analysis 

The Board has established procedures 
for assessing the competitive impact of 
changes that have a direct and material 
adverse effect on the ability of other 
service providers to compete effectively 
with the Federal Reserve in providing 
similar services, due to differing legal 
powers or constraints or due to a 
dominant market position of the Federal 
Reserve deriving from such 
differences. 7 The proposed withdrawal 

by the Reserve Banks from the noncash 
collection service will leave the 
provision of this service to private-
sector providers; therefore, it will have 
no material, adverse effect on the ability 
of other service providers to compete 
effectively with the Federal Reserve 
Banks in providing similar services.

VI. Paperwork Reduction Act 

In accordance with the Paperwork 
Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. ch. 
3506; 5 CFR 1320 Appendix A.1), the 
Board has reviewed the proposal under 
the authority delegated to the Board by 
the Office of Management and Budget. 
No collections of information pursuant 
to the Paperwork Reduction Act are 
contained in the proposal.

By order of the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System, October 14, 2004. 
Jennifer J. Johnson, 
Secretary of the Board.
[FR Doc. 04–23378 Filed 10–18–04; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 6210–01–P

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

National Institutes of Health 

National Eye Institute; Notice of Closed 
Meeting 

Pursuant to section 10(d) of the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act, as 
amended (5 U.S.C. Appendix 2), notice 
is hereby given of the following 
meeting. 

The meeting will be closed to the 
public in accordance with the 
provisions set forth in sections 
552b(c)(4) and 552b(c)(6), Title 5 U.S.C., 
as amended. The grant applications and 
the discussions could disclose 
confidential trade secrets or commercial 
property such as patentable material, 
and personal information concerning 
individuals associated with the grant 
applications, the disclosure of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy.

Name of Committee: National Eye Institute 
Special Emphasis Panel, Core (P30) and 
Infrastructure (R24) Grant Applications. 

Date: November 10, 2004. 
Time: 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Agenda: To review and evaluate grant 

applications. 
Place: Bethesda Marriott Suites, 6711 

Democracy Boulevard, Bethesda, MD 20817. 
Contact Person: Anne E Schaffner, PhD, 

Scientific Review Administrator, Division of 
Extramural Research, National Eye Institute, 
5635 Fishers Lane, Suite 1300, MSC 9300, 

Bethesda, MD 20892–9300, (301) 451–2020, 
aes@nei.nih.gov.
(Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program Nos. 93.867, Vision Research, 
National Institutes of Health, HHS)

Dated: October 12, 2004. 

LaVerne Y. Stringfield, 
Director, Office of Federal Advisory 
Committee Policy.
[FR Doc. 04–23336 Filed 10–18–04; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4140–01–M

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

National Institutes of Health 

National Eye Institute; Notice of Closed 
Meeting 

Pursuant to section 10(d) of the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act, as 
amended (5 U.S.C. Appendix 2), notice 
is hereby given of the following 
meeting. 

The meeting will be closed to the 
public in accordance with the 
provisions set forth in sections 
552b(c)(4) and 552b(c)(6), Title 5 U.S.C., 
as amended. The grant applications and 
the discussions could disclose 
confidential trade secrets or commercial 
property such as patentable material, 
and personal information concerning 
individuals associated with the grant 
applications, the disclosure of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy.

Name of Committee: National Eye Institute 
Special Emphasis Panel, Career development 
award applications. 

Date: November 1, 2004. 
Time: 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
Agenda: To review and evaluate grant 

applications. 
Place: National Eye Institute, Division of 

Extramural Research, 5635 Fishers Lane, 
Bethesda, MD 20892. 

Contact Person: Anne E. Schaffner, PhD, 
Scientific Review Administrator, Division of 
Extramural Research, National Eye Institute, 
5635 Fishers Lane, Suite 1300, MSC 9300, 
Bethesda, MD 20892–9300, (301) 451–2020, 
aes@nei.nih.gov.
(Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program Nos. 93.867, Vision Research, 
National Institutes of Health, HHS)

Dated: October 12, 2004. 

LaVerne Y. Stringfield, 
Director, Office of Federal Advisory 
Committee Policy.
[FR Doc. 04–23337 Filed 10–18–04; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4140–01–M
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